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About This Game

Rogue Operatives Hide N' Seek

A team of rogue Novak Operatives have taken on the forms of inanimate objects to hide themselves from their old comrades.
The loyal Operatives - still albeit just in control of the planet - must find and disinfect the rogues in order to bring them back
safely to the side of Novak Intelligence and back to their human form. Play tactically or all out crazed mayhem with up to 16

players with stealthy movements and humorous chases being the name of the game.

Join us on our Discord channel: https://discord.gg/NJUsWfE

16 Player Hide N' Seek multiplayer mode with 7 highly detailed maps

Current planned content

Ever increasing bank of maps
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rogue operatives hide and seek gameplay. rogue operatives hide and seek

Great concept, sweet steampunk\/Victorian aesthetic, lots of potential, and overall a fun take on rogue-lites if that's your cup of
tea. Getting a group together can sometimes be a pain, and after a while the gameplay can feel (unsurprisingly) repetitive, and
god forbid you're one of the unlucky users who has all their progress mysteriously lost to the digital void, but otherwise the devs
are pretty good about keeping it updated with content releases and bugfixes.. I grew up playing these sorts of game, obsessively
graphing every square on graph paper in Wizardry, Bard's Tale, Might & Magic. Each of those games were finely honed to be
exasperatingly difficult but achievable.

This game pits your party of 2-6 hp adventures against monsters who do 74 damage per hit in the tutorial room that you first
appear in. Party Creation to Party wipe in four mouse clicks courtesy of a single Vigilante and then back to the Party Creation
screen.

In my opinion, the developer(s) have taken the idea of a critical path far, far too literally. I was supposed to walk two squares
forward instead of one forward and one to the right. Note: there's no prompting or visual cues that one of the seven doors you're
presented with is the "right" way. There are no clues even to what kind of building you are in to let you know that maybe some
of the identical doors are instant death. This is literally the first split second of the game after it's told you the controls. You are
in a room. There are seven doors. Here are the movement controls. Oops you're dead.

Talk about worst foot forward!

EDIT: Read the comments for this review to see the developer responding to constructive criticism. Also, please note that this
review was for the initial launch version and not the version currently being offered.. This review is in english an spanish.
Esta revisiòn esta en ingles y español

English:
A good lateral-spaceship-shooter, similar to the Old Gradius but his own personality.

My only complaint is if you are playing with gamepad there is some missing keys like the pause button, which you only can
activate with the Keyboard (chek keyboard configuration, dont press ESC because it close de game). The graphics feels a little
blurry. Everything else is good for me.
9/10

Español:
Muy buen juego tipo shooter de naves espaciales, que de cierta manera me recuerda al clásico Gradius, aunque este juego
genera su propia personalidad.

Mi unicas quejas es que si lo juegas con gamepad no todas las botones estan disponibles, por ejemplo, para hacer pausa en el
juego o volver al menú tienes que recurrir al teclado, revisar los botones del teclado cuando jueges por primera vez, porque ESC
te cierra el juego. Los gráficos pudieron estar mas pulidos (se sienten borrosos). Por lo demas, el juego esta muy bueno.
9/10. A good game. Has a lot of potential. It's a good Civ clone, it has all the vibes of Civ games from Civ 1 - 6 and could be
developed further. I will change my review to recommend after a lots of improvements or when it's out of early access (with a
lots of improvements, of course).. This game is pretty fun but it still requires some work, took me about 20 minutes to get past
level 1 but after that the levels were relatively easy. i didnt stop playing till i got to level 10, the beginning of the level you have
to make not one but two pixal perfect jumps through spike wheels which is then followed with a frictionless wall jump. im 99%
sure that frictionless wall jumping is bugged because it doesnt let you jump off the walls, i gave up after about 5 minutes of
literally going nowhere. the physics seem really off but this is due to no air friction to slow your acceleration and to help you
slow down, the only friction is on the ground. the green floor feels really off because it kills all forward motion with which im
use to having to kill myself, had to get use to that to get past the first level. Personally all this game really needs is better
indicators around the spikes because it doesnt look the spkies are killing you, its more of the air around the spikes. for the dallor
i spent on it, it was totally worth.
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It is a very good add-on, you get a new variety of vehicles. But, after installing you have to edit the ailist.cfg file on the map you
want the new ai vehicles (see the instruction in the manual).. DO NOT BUY, STAY WELL CLEAR EVEN IF OFFERED FOR
FREE.

I wish I never purchased this app. It has caused me hours of frustration.
At first it worked fine, but I noticed my game frame rate had reduced by 10-20fps. So I decided to force the game into full
screen and see the comparison in fps. My screen flickered from window to full screen back to window then full screen, etc etc,
then the game crashed.
So I rebooted my pc and tried running Magic Borderless again, only to receive a error message (An error occurred while
updating Magic Borderless).
I am not able to get the software to work, and what is even more annoying is I am also not able to uninstall or reinstall the
software. I think I have spoken every swear word that exists in the Oxford dictionary and the Urban dictionary because of this
piece of *@# .
. This Add-On is exellent but, i don't know how to get the cabcar ditch lights to be on permently? i know this can be done with
the Comet V.. A fun casual game. A reasonablly vast world to explore and meet various, umm "things".. I played this on my
browser before and enjoyed it every since
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